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DISCLAIMER
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trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily
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United States Government or any agency thereof. The views and opinions of
authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United
States Government or any agency thereof.

This report has been reproduced directly from the best available copy.

Available to DOE and DOE contractors from the Office of Scientific and
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Executive Summary

m

A database was developed for the flow of water through a scaled nozzle
of a Savannah River Site (SRS) reactor inlet plenum. The water flow in the
nozzle was such that it ranged from stratified to water-solid conditions.
Data on the entry of air into the nozzle and plenum as a function of water
flow are of interest in loss-of-coolant studies. The scaled nozzle was 0.44 m

long, had an entrance diameter of 0.095 m, an exit opening of 0.058 m x
0.356 m, and an exit hydraulic diameter approximately equal to that of the
inlet. Within the nozzle were three flow-straightening vanes which divided
the flow path into four channels.

This report includes all of the data taken for the first phase of the
Plenum-Nozzle and Cold-Leg Vertical Process-Pipe Flow Characteristics
Experiments: Plenum-Nozzle Experiment. Those data include daily
reference checks, to determine proper operation of all instrumentation
before the experiment was run, and the actual data themselves in
engineering units. Not included are the videographic data which are
available for each test run. However, there are four (4) 3/4"-video tapes
of visual data and the specific tape and the location on that tape are
indicated for each test run on the data sheets. The database is from
sixteen test modes (e.g., flow direction, location of pipe break, air-water or
just water, single nozzle or three nozzle). The flow rates ranged to
approximately 320 gpm ( = 10 kgpm prototypic) for both air and water.
All data were taken at steady-state, isothermal (300 K :t:1.5 K), and
atmospheric pressure conditions.

This is the second report, in a series of four, to document the Plenum-
Nozzle and Cold-Leg Vertical Process-Pipe Flow Characteristics
Experiments. The entire series is:

1. Instrument Calibrations and Transfer Functions used for the Plenum-

Nozzle Experiment (U)
2. Final Data Report: Plenum-Nozzle Experiment (U)
3. Final Data Report: Vertical Process-Pipe Experiment (U)
4. Final Data Report: Post Calibrations (U)

This report contains the data for the Plenum-Nozzle phase as part of the
final documentation process.

iv
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I. Introduction

. This report contains the final data for the first phase of the
Plenum-Nozzle and Cold-Leg Vertical Process-Pipe Flow
Characteristics Experiments: Plenum Nozzle. While both phases have
been listed under one task (No. 90-048-1) and followed one
Technical Task Plan (1), one QA Plan (1), and one Design Inputs
Document (2) they were carried out separately and at different times
with separate test procedures, (3) and (4).

Testing Phase:
1. for the Plenum Nozzle Experiment ended on 03-05-93.
2. for the Vertical Process Pipe Flow Experiment ended on 08-18-93.

This is the second report, in a series of four, to document the
Plenum-Nozzle and Cold-Leg Vertical Process-Pipe Flow
Characteristics Experiments.

The entire series is:
1. Instrument Calibrations and Transfer Functions used for the

Plenum-Nozzle Experiment (U)
2. Final Data Report: < this report >

. 3. Final Data Report: Vertical Process-Pipe Experiment (U)
4. Post Calibrations for the Plenum-Nozzle and Cold-Leg Vertical

process-Pipe Flow Characteristics Experiments (U)
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II. Experimental Apparatus and Instrumentation

J

Figure A1 (taken from drawing reference 1) shows a schematic of
the experimental apparatus as it was laid out in the (HTL). The
actual reactor plenum is fed by six coolant process pipes. If there
were a break in one of the feed pipes, the remaining pipes would still
carry water to the plenum; therefore, it was necessary to study the
nozzle with the water flow out of the plenum. The system consisted
of the pumps, central-plenum tank to feed the plenum, scaled section
of plenum, nozzle, and finally a catch basin with a return line which
led to the pump suction. Exact dimensions of the pertinant parts of
the test rig and how it was assemble can be found in (5). In all,
there were sixty instruments connected and operating at the same
time (actually the number was fifty-two because the four air flow
turbine meters are connected to four frequency counters and the
four Venturi meters are used in conjunction with two pressure
transducers each, furthermore, not counted were the ambient
pressure transducer and the electrical conductance probe which was
used to spot check the water conductivity). A data acquisition
system was used to obtain air and water temperature, pressure,
volumetric flow, and water level. Also, the acquistion system
recorded data from the doppler ultrasonic flowmeter which was
connected to the vertical section of the process pipe. Those data
were not part of the plan for this experiment but in preparation for
the vertical pipe experiment which was to follow upon termination of
the nozzle experiment. Visual measurements were made of the flow
regime, liquid level at the nozzle entrance, and location of the air-

' water interface on the upper surface when one existed in the
plenum-nozzle test section. Specifics of the instruments used can be
found below and Appendix B shows the general layout of the
instrument locations.

Reactor Plenum

A semi-circular section of the plenum and two adjacent nozzles
were used to create the correct boundary conditions on the plenum
side. Having a nozzle on either side of the central nozzle under study
allowed for the same flow patterns expected in the L-reactor upper
plenum. Further, four rows of non-flowing scaled reactor assemblies
(0.0334 m in diameter), were included in the plenum to set up the
correct pressure environment at the plenum/nozzle interface. Across

I I
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the four rows of tubes there was one differential pressure transducer
in line with the central nozzle. The tap holes were located on the

. bottom of the plenum before and after the row of tubes. Specifically,
the two holes were located along a radius (r = 0.378 m and r -- 0.631
m) from the center of the central plenum tank at 4.330 counter-clock

" wise from the central nozzle centerline when looking from the top
(see drawing reference 3). The liquid level was measured in eight
locations of the plenum by a float-and-rod mechanism where the
movement of the rod was sensed by an induction field (during
testing three of the devices failed and were replaced with three
capacitance-type liquid-level sensors). Each device was mounted
within a "dummy" tube (a hollow tube that housed a float-and-rod
mechanism - see drawing references 2 and 3 and Figure HI). The
location of these dummy tubes can be found in Appendix B and
drawing reference 3. Each of the eight tubes had holes just below
and above the plenum, which allowed water and air to enter and
escape so that the float within could be maintained at the height of
the water in the plenum. When stratified flow existed for steady-
state test runs in the plenum, the level sensors measured the local
water height. Before the experiment was run, sensors were tested
and found to measure collapsed water height so that even when the
flow regime was diffex'ent from stratified it indicated void fraction

• (see notebook reference 1" pp. 14-21).

Nozzle

The nozzle's shape (drawing reference 1: view A-A) is unique in
that (from entrance to exit) it converges along the horizontal axis and
diverges along the vertical axis. The nozzle is 0.444 m long with a
circular entrance, a diameter of 0.0953 m, and an exit opening of
approximately 0.058 m x 0.356 m, both end_ have approximately the
same hydraulic diameter. Internally, there are three flow
straightening vanes which reduce the hydraulic diameter. Across the
bottom of the nozzle there were two pressure tap holes. Connected
to these holes were two differential pressure transducers for
redundancy. Appendix B shows the general location of the pressure
transducers across the nozzle. Specifically, the upstream tap was
located in the bottom center of the nozzle flange, which was 0.021 m
thick. The downstream tap (near the plenum tube bank) coincided

• with the tap hole located in the plenum, just mentioned in the
preceding section. That is, at a r = 0.631 m from the center of the

, center-plenum tank and 4.33" counter-clock wise from the centerline
when looking from the top of the plenum.
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Central-olenum Tank

One role that this tank (drawing reference 4) served was that of
structural support for the model reactor plenum. The aluminum tank
was approximately 1.2 m high, the inside diameter was 0.760 m and
the centerline of the opening, which lead to the reactor plenum, was
located 0.8 m from the tank bottom. Also supported by the tank was
the pump suction line used during forward flow tests. An air intake
line, temperature and pressure measuring ports, and a vacuum-
breaker line were connected to the tank top, which was made of
polycarbonate to allow for visual access. There were two pressure
ports one on top and one at the bottom. One differential pressure
transducer was connected to the top and bottom taps to measure the
height of the water in the tank, relative to the bottom of the plenum
opening. The other pressure transducer was connected to the top
pressure port and its low side was open to ambient pressure so that
a gauge pressure measurement could be obtained. The temperature
port had one thermocouple which extended to just below the bottom
of the plenum opening so that it was always indicating the tank
water temperature.

Water Piping System- Q

Figure A2 illustrates the closed water system. Starting with the
four TEEL pumps, the pumps' discharge pipes (1.5" schedule 40 pipe
pve) combined into a central header pipe which was divided into
three channels (4" schedule 80 pipe pve), one to each nozzle. The
nozzles were connected to the model reactor plenum which in turn
was connected to the central-plenum tank. The central-plenum tank
reservoir was connected to the suction side of the pumps to complete
the circuit. When the apparatus was operated in backflow the
central nozzle water pipe was disconnected and water which exited
from that nozzle emptied into a catch basin. In this setup the catch
basin became the reservoir and a return line was connected to the

pumps' suction line. As seen in Appendix B a thermocouple was
located in nozzles' header pipe, and one in the return line. In each of
the three nozzle feed pipes and in the return line there were Venturi
tubes to measure the water flow rate. On each Venturi metzr there

were two differential pressure transducer. One for the low range of
18 to 100 gpm (1.2 x 10-3 to 6.3 x 10-3 m3/s) and one for the high
range of 50 to 320 gpm (3.2 x 10-3 to 19.2 x 10-3 m3/s). The

if

stainless-steel Herschel-type Venturis were 0.491 m long, had an
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inside diameter of 0.0972 m, throat inside diameter of 0.0474 m and
had a discharge coefficient of 0.96.

w.

Air Piping System

Figure A3 illustrates the open air system. There were four air
lines (1" schedule 40 pipe pvc) which emanated from a central air
header. One air line went to each of the water lines leading to the
nozzles and one to the top of the central plenum tank. The air lines
leading to the nozzles were connected to the water lines just
upstream (normal flow - normal flow means reactor flow during
normal operation) of the bottom elbow. Each air liae had a turbine
air-flow meter (which had a radio frequency pickoff that was
connected to a frequency counter). The turbine-type air-flow meters
were made of stainless steel, 0.140 m long, inside diameter of 0.0254
m, rated for a maximum of 1.034 MPa, and the rotor's bearings were
ball-type. Each air line had one 0 - 2.5 psig (0 - 17.2 kPa)
differential pressure transducer (the high pressure port was
connected 0.076 m downstream from the centerline of the air meter
and the low pressure port was open to the atmosphere), and one

" thermocouple (downstream of the air meter). The air header feeding
the four lines also had a thermocouple. Finally, there was a 0 - 10

• psig (0 - 70 kPa) differential pressure transducer available to be
connected to any air line that may have a gauge pressure above 2.5
psig (17.2 kPa). It was manifolded into the all the other transducers
for convenience.

Data Acquisition SystemtDAS)

The DAS for this experiment consisted of Macintosh IIx computer
with an Motorola 68030 microprocessor and 4 Mb of RAM. The DAS
had five signal-input cards available that allowed the connection of
16 analog channels per card with analog-to-digital conversion at a
12-bit resolution. The maximum sampling rate per channel was 2.2
kHz but because the test was carded out at steady state and because
channel filters were needed, a sampling rate of 1-Hz was used; that
is, all 54 channels used were read once-per-second, but all the
channels were read in 54/2200 = 0.025 second. The fifty (54)
channels are as follows:
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Measurement _ # of channels* comment

Temperature Thermocouple 1 7 # 8 were located
in the liquid-
level devices

Pressure Capacitance-type 22 # 4 Venturi ,
meters used 2
transducer
each

Air Flow Rate Turbine meter 4 # Frequency
counter for the

RF pickup
Liquid Level LVIT 5 # 3 of original 8

malfunctioned

during testing
Liquid Level Capacitance-type 3 # replaced

malfunctioning
LVITs

Water Flow Rate Doppler Ultrasonic 1 # Connected but
not used for
this test

Time & Date 2
Total Number of DAS channels used 5 4

q

* The data sheets in Appendix D contain data in engineering units
which show 62 entries for each run. This number is different from
the list above because 10 instruments were calibrated over 2
different ranges and therefore the resulting output of these
instruments produced two results which increased the number to 54
+ 10 = 64. The Time & Data are not included in the list of data
entries, therefore 64 - 2 = 62. Included on the data sheets, but not
included in the above list, is the ambient pressure measurement, and
the five air/water interface measurement positions in loop 5 of the
test rig because these were obtained manually.

A loop calibration determined that the accuracy per channel was
better than + 0.1% of range. The settling time for all the instruments
used was insignificant compared to the 1-Hz sampling rate.

Measurement Uncertain_y

The uncertainties listed below are generally larger than the true
lip

uncertainties as can be seen in the instrument evaluation sheets
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found in the appendices. These values are target values that were
maintained throughout the experiment.

Water-flow rate (18 to 320 gpm):
+ 2.0% full scale = ± 6.4 gpm
Water-flow rate (< 18 gpm): not applicable*
Air-flow rate (II to 55 scfm)
± 1.0% full scale = ± 0.55 cfm

Manually measured liquid levels: ± 0.0015 m

Electrically measured liquid levels: ± 0.005 m

Temperature: ± 1 K
Diff. pressure (0 to 17.200 kPa):
+ 0.2% full scale = ± 0.033 kPa

*Venturi Meters were not calibrated below 18 gpm and numbers in
the data tables are extrapolated from transfer functions below their
calibrated range. The number of runs for flow rates below 18 gpm
was small but if accurate values are needed there were manual
measurement made and they are available in the task notebooks.

• Those measurements were made by weighing a collected mass (with
scale: TR-152, uncertainty: 0.02 lb --- 0.0024 gal. for water

. temperature used) and measuring the collection time (stop watch"
TR-2906, uncertainty" 0.120 msec/sec, reaction time = 0.1 see). The
measurement uncertainty is estimated to be: ± 1/4 gpm.

More detail about the instruments and their uncertainties can be
found in (2) and (6).

III. Conclusion

Normally this document should include the measurement
uncertainties which are based on the results of both the pre- and
post-calibrations. With both sets of data the instrument
measurement uncertainly is determined along with any changes to
the uncertainty over time. However, at the termination of this nozzle
experiment on 03-05-93 the task leader was informed that because
of changing priorities, i.e., the shutting down of K-reactor, all work
had to be completed by the end of the FY'93. This meant that there
may not be sufficient time to post-calibrate the instruments since

, another experiment, using the same test rig, began after this
experiment was terminated. At this time, the post-calibration
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process is in progress and the intention is to complete the process
and published the results under a separate technical report, if time
and money remain in the current fiscal year. With this subsequent
report, any drift that may hav,z occurred in the instruments could be
determined and will be useful if corrections are necessary. On the
other hand, the instrumentation was checked before every data
testing session. The shakedown and daily "reference point data"
checks, which are incorporated in Appendix D, should be sufficient to
show that the instrumentation was operating correctly and
accurately before each test.

The report simply lists the data obtained during testing. No
attempt was made to evaluate these data since the original need to
benchmark RELAP5 no longer exists. Such evaluation can be done
when and if the need arises in the future.

All the raw data and engineering data (listed in the following
appendices) are stored on the Heat Transfer Laboratory's "Write Once
Read Many" storage system and the files are prefixed with the letters
NFC. The videographic data are stored on 3/4" video tape which will
be centrally stored with records management under the task
number.
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V. Appendices

Summary of Conte0ts

A. Shows four aspects of the overall test rig: task drawing ST-
MDX5-10091, 10-15-91, rev. 6.

B. Depicts the instrumentation locations on the test rig.

C Summarizes the experimental setups and instrumentational
needs for each of the sixteen test modes.

D. Explanation of the structure of this appendix; summary of
the data Units, Ranges, and Uncertainties; summary of each
test mode's test procedure, data from the reference checks,
and finally the experimental data in engineering units.
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Appendix A. Experimental Set-up, sheet 2
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Figure A2. Water System Set-up
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Appendix A. Experimental Set-up, sheet 3

Figure A3. Air System Set-up
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Appendix A. ExperimentalSot-up,sheet4
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Figure A4. Nozzle Set-up
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B. Instrument Locations

Pumps

Nomenclature
_P - differential preaeure _ A
p - gauge prmmure ............................
t "temperature
T - turl_no flow_ter
V - Vonturt flowmeter

L - liquid level IQnlor Nozzle
Subacrlptl
4 - fourth llyatenl In L-reactor _oaq
S - fifth lyetem In L-remoter
6 - sixth eyatem in L-roa_or
aUn - atJ_wxphere
Y,x - x device in Y L-reecter eyltena
CPT - centrld plenum tenk
ratum - ratum water fine
H - horizontal l)lpe, or Ngh ramp ommwumm,m
L - low range (so,n_mme s) o"
V,x - x aecUon of the vertlcalplpe .I..__
P - plenum
N - nozzle

s. elbow FrontView - SectionAA "

.... awi_ (only System5 Is shown)
'__ " Water lines
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C Test Rig Setup Overview (Test Modes)

- Testing Modes and Instmmentationel Needs

The following list shows all of the expected test modes for which reference data are
• needed from each instrument involved. This list is a guide through the test matrix which

should be rated to obtain instrumentation reference data. When a daily instrument check
is done, mat of the following test modes will be used and the obta/ned data are compared to
the referestm data. Other teat modes may be incorporated during actual test/n8 and those
can be iac)adod as the task leader sees fit. The appropriate reference data for the
instrumentation should be obtained for any test mode added to this list.

Reverse Nozzle Water Flow

Number Plenum Process Insmunentat/on
No. of Nezz_s" Baffles Pipinge* Air Flow I:-xceptions* **

I oa • yes v & h none [I, 2, 3]
2 o • e yes h none [I, 2, 3, 4]
3 one yes none none [1, 2, 3, 5]
4 one yes v & h yes [1, 3, 6]
5 one yes h yes [1, 3.4, 6]
6 o n • yes none yes [1.3. 3, 6]
7 three no v & h none [2, 3]
8 three no h none [2, 3, 4]
9 t h r• • no none none [2. 3, 5 ]

10 three no v & h yes [3]
l I three no h yes [3, 4]
12 t h r • e no none yes [3, :5]

• Forward Nozzle Water Flow

13 o n e yes closed loop none [1, 2. 8, 9]
l.t one yes cl_sed loop yes [I. 7, 8, 9]
15 three no closed loop none [2, 8]
16 three no closed loop yes [8, 9]

"For reverse flow the side nozzles will be the sourceof fluid flow so the meaning of a
single- or • three.nozzle test actually indicates whether or not the reactor plenum baffles
are to be installed. Therefore. the column for baffles is redundant and is included for
clarity only.

• *v = vertical section of process piping, h = horizontal sectson of process piping (process
piping ts of the central nozzle only)

• **For a specific test run all instruments will be used except those listed m this column.
The numbers shown in the column are defined below:

1. no side nozzles' liquid level sensors
2. no airflow instrumentation
3. no central nozzle Venturi meter
•_. no vertical process piping _p transmitters
5. no process piping _p transmitters
6. no central nozzle airflow meters
7. no side nozzles' airflow met:rs

• 8. no catch basin return line instrumentation
9. no CPT airflow meter
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D. Data

D.1. Overview of Appendix D Structure

Included in this appendix are the data for sixteen (16) test modes.
A "test mode" is a specific test-rig and fluid-flow configuration as
shown in Appendix C. Since a full set of experimental data was taken
for a specific test mode, before changing to another, this appendix is
ordered by test mode. Note, the order is not chronological. The
chronological order of test modes was that which was most efficient
to set up the test rig. That order was:

Test Mode #: 9, 12, 3, 6, 2, 5, 8, 11, 7, 10, 1, 4, 13, 14, 15, 16

These test runs were carried out from 9/10/92 to 3/4/93. There
were two exceptions which did not follow the above order: 1) Test
Mode 12 (originally done on 9/15/92) was redone on 12/15/92 to
obtain more data points and was called Test Mode 12A and, 2) two
runs for test mode 9 were done during the test-mode-12 testing on
12/16/92.

Before testing began the test rig was set up in each of the test
modes to take what are called REFERENCE POINT data during the
shakedown phase of the experiment. Each data set was obtained as a
way to check the proper operation of the instruments by comparing
those data to another set taken on day of testing and under the same
flow conditions which existed when the REFERENCE POINT data were
taken. The order of the test modes during this phase of the
experiment was the reverse of that shown above. The data were
taken during the period: 7/21/92 to 8/27/92.

Each set of data sheets for each test mode are in the following
form:

Page 1: Summary of the test procedure carried out for the test mode.
Page 2: Data sheet containing the REFERENCE POINT data taken

during the experimental shakedown to later verify proper
instrument operation

Page 3: The DAILY reference point data. These are the data taken
just prior to testing to compare to the REFERENCE POINT data
for instrument verification. Note, several test modes were
carried out over more than one day. In those cases there is a o

DAILY reference point data sheet for each day.
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Data: There are a sufficient number of pages to list all the data
taken for the specific test mode. In general, each page

. contain ten columns of average-data results along with ten
columns of 2 x standard deviation of the averaged data. The
last page of each test mode dam set usually contains less

" than ten columns. The sheeu are explained in more detail in
the next section.

D.I.2. About the Data Sheets

The following is a general description of the data sheet layout:
• The title contains which test mode, the number of plenum nozzle
used, the direction of the fluid flow, and which data page of the total
number of pages for the specific test mode.
• The first large blocked column - contains a short description of the
data contained in each row.
• The first three rows contain - the test date, how long the test was
run for, and the total number of measurements made per instrument
(these last two rows are necessary to determine the data acquisition
frequency and to give significance to the standard deviation given

" for each instrument).
• The next six rows contain data which were entered in manually -

. Row 4 contains a tape number of the tape on which the videographic
data are stored; Row 5 gives the location of the videographic data on
the indicated tape (when starting from zero minutes and seconds);
Row 6 is an opinion of the flow regime which was determine by
v _aally observing the videographic data;

_d_-...t7 qqw .....,,_ Ld, .... ,_n oat _ b.._l

24.00"

Manual Measurement Points: A, B, C, D, and E
(insidediameteratmeasurementlocationsB,C,andD.. 3.75")

_'T"
A

.L.

. Hgun_D1

L
liil Illlil I I IIII ,, ,, , ......
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(for the next three rows refer to Fig. D1), Row 7 contains the height
of the water in the catch basin above the centerline of the return
pipe (reverse flow only) to determine the back pressure on the flow
loop (measurement point A), note, the exit of the vertical pipe in the
catch basin was at the same elevation as the return-pipe entrance;
Row 8 contains the level of water exiting the nozzle entrance from
the centerline of the nozzle entrance (reverse flow only and when no
horizontai pipe section was used: measurement point D - inside
diameter: 3.75"); or Row 8 contains the water level in the horizontal
pipe (when it was used, and if it was used Row 8 will contain two
numbers, e.g., B/C, where B is the water level furthest from the
plenum nozzle and C is the water level near the plenum nozzle
entrance, note, the level is to the centerline of the horizontal pipe
and the distance between the two measurement locations (i.e.,
between B and C) was 24 inches, further, the pipe was inclined down
0.3 ° away from the nozzle, and the inside diameter was 3.75"); Row 9
gives the location of the air/water interface at the top of the plenum
nozzle, when it was present. This location was reference to the
beginning of the nozzle exit, i.e., the point where the nozzle meets the
plenum (measurement point E).

Row 10 contains the ambient pressure in the laboratory which
housed the test rig (note: when there are more than one day's data
on the same data sheet there are the appropriate ambient pressures
listed). Row 10 also lists the data column titles, e.g., "TM10 18gpm
70a", which is read as: Test Mode 10 with a nominal water flow rate

i of 18 gpm and a nominal air flow rate of 70 gpm (these flow rates
were not meant to be accurate but only to indicate the approximate
rates at which the test was run; the accurate rates are found in the
d:ta column under this column tide). Row I1 contains the titles for
all the columns with rows below Row 11.

Rows 12 through 73 contain the electronically obtained
experimental data and are numbered 1 through 62. These rows are
comprised of 12 blocked columns and 12 unblocked columns.

The first column simply enumerates the instruments. The second
column contains "burger dots" which indicate instruments
unimportant to the specific test (the burger-dotted data were
included because those instruments were monitored during the test
and the output may be indirectly useful for currently unforeseen
reasons). The third column gives a short description of the
measurement device and its location. The fourth column indicates
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the engineering units of the data. The remaining odd numbered
columns, i.e., 5, 7, etc., contain the average data value from the
instrument based on the number of measurements indicated in Row.q

3, above the column. The remaining even numbered columns, i.e., 6,
8, etc., contain 2 x standard deviation of the average measurement

" value in the preceding column, e.g., the values in column 6 (below
row 11) are 2 x standard deviation of the average values listed in
column 5 for corresponding rows.

Finally, at the bottom of the page are notes which are generally
self explanatory, but some further details are listed below:

na - not applicable, e.g., when used in row 9 it means that a
measurement could not be made because there was no air/water
interface within the boundaries of the nozzle. This occurred when

the flow regime was water solid, or when the interface was outside
the nozzle, or when there was no interface at all (generally during
stratified flows).

NA - not available on video tape - for reasons unexplained there
were some test runs not videotaped.

Notes 1, 2, and 3 have already been explained above.

Note 4 - For the air flow turbine meters (numbers 46 to 53 of column
1) the actual flow rate of air was converted to a standard flow rate of
air (the air standard used was at the conditions of 20°C and 1 arm).

Measurement uncertainties listed on the following page were
determined from the instrument calibrations which can be found in
the M&TE records and in reference (6) for the individual devices.

Further detail of how a particular test was carried out the can be
obtained from the Test Procedure (3) and the task notebooks,
notebook references (1), (2), and (3).
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D.2 Engineering Units, Measurement Ranges, and Uncertainties
(of instruments listed in the following data sheets)

°

NFC EXPERIMENT: Units, Measurement Ranges, & Uncertainty

I_ Measurement Units MemmrementRtmge Uncertainty
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3O
31
32
33
34
36
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

46
46
4,7
48
49
SO
51
52
53
54
66
56
57
58
59
6O
61
62
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D.3. Experimental Data

I

TEST MODE 1

Test Mode Description: • One-nozzle flow test (Loop 5)
• Baffle plates in the plenum
• Reverse flow (flow from the p!enum towards
the nozzle in an open loop)
• catch basin and water return ,me
• Loop 5 process pipe (including the following
sections: horizontal, top elbow, vertical, bottom
elbow)
• No air flow

• Loops 4 & 6 supply flow to the Loop 5 nozzle

Instruments to be used: All _:
• Loop $ Venturi meter
• Airflow instrumentation
• Side nozzles' liquid-level sensors

" Test Name: Reverse-Flow l-Nozzle No-Air File Number Format.: NFC tm-01-abc.date*

_: Make sure the system water conductivity is equal to or below 5 _S/¢m, if not,
• change the water. Prepare the test rig to take data as pointed out in the test procedure (TP).

Reference Points: Take data as it is indicated in document NES-ETH-920242, reference point
check. If possible, store the dat_ on the same computer disk which will be used to take test-
mocte-01 data. .While a reference-data run is occurring c|,eck the instrument readings
against the reference-point-01 results sheet found in the appendix. The readings should
be within the two standard deviation values listed on those sheets. If not, make sure that
• e test rig is in the same configuration as it was when the reference data were first
obtained. If there is still a problem refer to the TP (section 8.3.2, p. 26) for further
instructions.

T,_ti/IL.D.t_: Follow in the TP, as closely as possible, section 8.4.1, and then subsection
8.4.1.1, pp. 27-28. Note, there may be some variation since the water may already be
running, the weir already down, and the water temperature already stabilized at 80OF + 2OF
(26.7°C + 1.1°C). Further, the CPT lid may be on or off. Important steps are seven (7)
[especially item f, g, and hi, eight (8), and nine (9) of subsection 8.4.1.1.

Video araphic Data: For each test point (reference points excluded) take at least one (1)
minute of video in/'ormationo Filming should be of the flow: entering the plenum from the
CPT, through the plenum, in and through the nozzle, through and down the process pipe.

Data Acauisition- Take one minute of data on all pertinent channels at I Hz for each test
rt/II.

• a = z, r. R, or d, which are: zero point data, low l_eference point _ata, high Reference point, test data,
respectively.

. b = e, or r, which are: engineerin| data, Law data, respect/vely.
c = Spin of water when appropriate, i.e., when a=d
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TEST MODE 2
Test Mode Description: • One.nozzle flow te|t (Loop 5)

. Baffle plates in the plenum
o Reverse flow (flow from the plenum towuds the nozzle in an
open loop)
, erich basin and water return line
• Loop $ process pipe (inciudia 8 the following
section: horizontal)
, No air flow
• Loops 4 & 6 supply flow to the Loop S noule

Instruments to be used: All tXf,Zj_:
, Loop 5 Venturi meter
. Instruments on vertical process pipe
• Airflow instrumentation
, Si(_e nozzles' liquid-level sensors

_: Reverse.Plow l-Nozzle No-Air File Number Format.. NI:C tm-02-abc-date*

_: Make sure the system water conductivity is equal to or below 3 _S/cm, if not,
chanie the water. Prepare the test rig to take data as pointed out in the test procedure (TP).

Reference Points: Take data as it is indicated in document NES-ETH-920242, reference point
check. If possible, store the data on the same computer disk which will be used to take test-
mode-02 data. While a reference-data run is occurring check the instrument readin8s
against the reference-point.02 results sheet found in the appendix. The readings should
be within the two standard deviation values listed on those sheets. If not. make sure that
the test rig is in the same configuration as it was when the reference data were first
obtained. If there is still a problem ref,_r to the TP (section 8.3.2, p. 26) for further
instructions.

T.IJt_L..I_a/A: Follow in the TP, as closely u possible, section 8.4.1, and then subsection
8.4.1.1, pp. 27-28. Note, there may be some variation since the water may already be
running, the weir already down, and the water temperature already stabilized at 80"F ± 20F
(26.70C :t:1.1"C). Further, the CPT lid may be on or off. important steps are seven (7)
[especially items f (isaore references to the venicaJ pipe tad elbow sections), 8, and h],
eight (8) and nine (9) of subsection 8.4.1.1.

_idenaranhic Data" For each test point (reference points extluded) take at least one (1)
minute of video information. Filming should be of the flow: entering the plenum from the
CPT. through the plenum, in ar.d through the nozzle, and through the horzontal process
pipe.

Data Aca uisition: Take one minute of data on all pertinent channels at 1 Hz for each test
run.

• a - 7,,r, R. or d, whichare:zero point data, low term'sacspoint data, high Referencepoint, teat d.ata,
respectively.
b ,, e, or r, which m: &nsineerin8data. taw data, respectively.
c = 8Pm of water when appropriate,i.e., when tad
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e.

TEST MODE 3

Test Mode Description: • One.nozzle flow test (Loop 5)
• Baffle plates in the pines
. Reverse flow (flow from the plenum towards the nozzle in an
open loop)
• catch basin and water return line
• No loop 5 process pipe (the nozzle will be used)
• No air flow
• Loops 4 & 6 supply flow to the Imp 5 nozzle

Instruments to be used: All tArSal:
• Loop 5 V_turi meter
• Instruments on the process pipe
• Airflow instrumentation
• Side nozzles' liquid-level sensors

Reverse.Plow 1-Nozzle No.Air l_le Number Format.: NPC tm-03.abc.date,

" _ Make sure the system water conductivity is equal to or below 5 ttS/cm, if not.
chsnse the water. Prepare the test rill to take data as pointed out in the test procedure (TP).

Reference Points: Take data as it is indicated in document NP,S,ETH-920242, reference point
check. If possible, store the data on the same computer disk which will be used to take test-
mode-03 data. While a reference-data run is occurring check the instrument readin8s
against the reference-point-03 results sheet found in the appendix. The readings should
be within the two standard deviation values listed on those sheets. If.not, make s_e that
the test rill is in the same configuration as it was when the reference data were first
obtained. If there is st/ll a problem refer to the TP (section 8.3.2, p. 26) for further
instructions.

_,,A]i/_/l_._t_: Follow in the TP, as closely as possible, section 8.4.1. and then subsection
8.4.1.2, pp, 27.28. Note, there ,nay be some variation since the water may already be
running, the weir already down. and the water temperature already stabilized at 80"P ± 2"F
(26.7"C ± I.I'C). Further, the CPT lid may be on or off. Important steps are seven (7)
[especially items l; and h], eight (8) and nine (9) of subsection 8.4.1.1.

Vtdeo_araehie Data. Per each test point (reference points excluded) take at least one (1)
minute of video information. Filming should be of the flow: enterinz the plenum from the
CUrl'. throullh the plenum, In, through and out the nozzle.

Data Aca_uisition: Take one minute of data on all pertinent channels at 1 Hz for each test
trill.

• • = z, r. I_ or d, wh/ch m: &err.point data, low £eferencapoint data, high R.eferen©epoint, test data,
• respectively.

b = e, or r, which are:fLnjinNsdnjdata, _w dam, respectively.
c = 8pro of water when appropriate,i.e., when and
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NFC EXPERIMENT: Test Matrix Reference Point #3

ate I 18.S,p.02 18.S,p-02 .T.laLMo_
It aureuonume I 62.0 61.0 Numbero! Nozzles: One
meetovoetl pointl i 83 62 Row O_recSon: Reverie

P,lmbleflt. 14.67_ (i0.05 psi) _ _ AirL°°PFIow:8Sections: NoN°ne

No. Measurement Ivlmln 2xstd.dev, IdNn 2xstd.dev. Units Meuurement Range Uncertainty
1 i, _ reoJmline 26.0 26.0
2 1, pumpo,_ PiPe 25.6 28.7
3 i, cenw menus tank 25.4 25.4
4 • I, airneeo4w 21.3 21.4
S * t, mmowmop4 22.2 22.0
6 • I, aumowmop• 21.8 21.9
7 • u, mmowloopu 22.1 22.0
8 • i, mrnow_t, I 21.S 21.3
9 • I, [iqul4level4-1 -212.7 -212.7
10 • i, o0qummm 4-z 22.3 22.3
11 I, IIQUIOHlY015..1 22.8 22.5
12 I; hqumrove,o-z 22.7 22.4
13 ._,liqUl4level_-;] 22.6 22.9
14 i, ,qumlevws.4 22.7 22.7
15 * I, ItqUtotevol6.,1 22.8 22.7
16 • i, ilqulolevele-Z 22.6 22.7
17 I, Nnment 23.1 22.5
18 _wew:mw, rewm,he : 43.8 111.0
19 ;_valM:m_ln,remm tone 46.6 1S8.1
20 _-weter:low.mop4 20.7 78.5
21 ;j-wew:mgn,toop4 0.0 76.1
22 * _-water:loW.lOOp5 I .§ 0.9
23 * ;_.wmwr:mgn,loop:_ - 0.0 0.0
24 J-wmer:mw,mopu - 20.0 79.9
25 _-waw:n_n, mop• 18.0 79.2
26 • _u.,.tow.vert.mpo_ootloop 5 0.0300 -0.0011
27 • _)v-ntgn.vert.l_Pe_ootloop 5- o.ooo .0.OOl
28 * _pu.,'1ow,vort.mpo_toploop8 0.0000 0.0000
29 • _u.'-n0gn,vert.p0po_toploop :_ 0.000 0.000
30 • _)v.tow,sinewm4X)a 0.0250 0.0190
31 • _v-n0gn,elooWmop:_ 0.025 0.019
32 • _v.tow,hertz.ropeme0:_ 0.9550 0.9577
33 * Jv-ntgn,nonz.l_Peloop_ 0.958 0.961
34 Jl.'-IOW,noz,?.JelOOp_ - 0.0558 0.1478
35 .)_-nlgn,nozaueloop:s 0.055 0.147
36 JP-Howfl'-:shnozzlerOODa 0.0338 0.1209
37 Jv-tow,plenum 0.0257 0.21148
38 ut'-n09n,plemJm - 0.028 0.288
39 _',in_l"! 0.007 .0.000
40 * P, mrnow1oo_4 0.000 0.000
41 * i,,,Iu/11owIO_D• o.ooo -o.ool
42 • V, lurllow_ li 0.000 0.000
43 • P',elrnclwio_iP'l o.000 o.oo0
44 * V,I_, IIIr_ 0.01 0.00
45 L.fl',_l.'t, r_nt mplenum - 2.38 12.83
46 * _-iow,lurnowlOOp4 1.37 1.37
47 • _-n_ln,aurnowmop4 .0.20 .0.20
4e • _-_wl mrnowmot== 1.1o 1.19
49 * _,,1-ntgn,lumowloop_ -0.38 -0.38
50 * ;J-lOW,mf110wIooD6 1.14 1.14

81 : _.n,gn,mmowtoop• -0.25 -0.21152 ;,HOw,llrnow_r'! 1.38 1.38
53 * :a-n0gn,aurnaw_i.,u -0.05 -0.08
54 • iqUlOIgVOi,Ionlof 4-I 1.6 2.2
55 * 0qulolevel,sensor4-z ; 1.9 2.0
$6 0qu,4level,sensor=-1 1.9 2.0
57 0qum_evel,senior=-z 2.0 1.8
58 ;_uaaravel,Nneor _a 1.8 2.1
59 hqum_voa,alonw s.4 2.2 2.2
60 • rMUlOlevel,_ 6-1 -0.4 -0.4
61 * t_lumlev_,'_meor _-z 1.9 2.2
62 • _,,_tirmlontcmawr, loop =. 5.3 0.2

• Instrumentnotllppllceb_ or noteuenl_adto toot





i •
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TEST MODE 4

Test Mode Description: • One-nozzle flow test (Loop 5)
• Baffle plates in the plenum
• Reverse flow (flow from the plenum towards the nozzle in an
open loop)
• catch basin and water return line
• Loop 5 process pipe (includingsections:
horizontal, top elbow, vertical, bottom elbow)
• Loops 4 & 6 supply air and water flow to the Loop 5 nozzle
• CPT also supplies air to Loop $

Instruments to be used: A11 _:
• Loop 5 Venturi meter and airflow instruments
• Side nozzles' liquid-level sensors

,T._: Reverse-Flow l-Nozzle Air-Flow File Number Format.: NFC tm-04-abc-d-date*

_: Make sure the system water conductivity is equal to or below 5 _.S/cm, if not,
change the water. Prepare the test rig to take data as pointed out in the test procedure (TP).

Reference Points: Take data as it is indicated in document NES-ETH-920242, reference point
check. If possible, store the data on the same computer disk which will be used to take test-
mode-04 data. While a reference-data run is occurring check the instrument readings
against the reference-point-04 results sheet found in the appendix. The readings should
be within the two standard deviat/on values listed on those sheets. If not, make sure that
the test rig is in the same configuration as it was when the reference data were first
obtained. If there is still a problem refer to the TP (section 8.3.2, p. 26) for further
instructions.

_.._: Follow in the TP, as closely as possible, section 8.4.2, and finally subsection
8.4.2.1, pp. 29-31. Note, there may be some variation since the water may already be
running, the weir already down, and the water temperature already stabilized at 80°F ± 2°F
(26.7°C :t: I.I°C). Further, the CPT lid must be on. Important steps are eight (8) [especially
items g through I], and nine (9) through thirteen (13) of subsection 8.4.2.1.

Video ara_nhic Dnta: For each test point (reference points excluded) take at least one (I)
minute of video information. Filming should be of the flow: entering the plenum from the
CPT, through the plenum, in and through the nozzle, through and down the process pipe.

Data Acouisition: Take one minute of data on all pertinent channels at I Hz for each test
run.

" a = z. r, R, or d, which are: zero point dam, low reference point data, high Reference point, test data,
respectively.
b = e,orr,whichare:engineeringdam, raw data,respectively.

c = gpm of wau_rwhen appropriate,i.e.,when a=d
d = allpm of air when appropriate, i.e., when a=d
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TES T_MODE $

Test Mode Description: • One-nozzle flow test (Loop S)
• BidTle plates in the plenum
, Reverse flow (flow from the plenum tow_ds the nozzle in an
open loop)
• catch bistn and water return line
, Loop $ process pipe (ln©ludtn8 the followtn8
section: horlzontal)
• loops 4 & 6 supply air tad water flow to the Loop S nozzle
• CPT Mso supplies air to Loop $

Instruments to be uud: All IJLF,AJLt:
, Loop $ Venturi meter and airflow instruments
• Instruments on ve_md process pipe
. Side nozzles' liquid-level sensors

T,0_: Reverse.Plow 1.Nozzle Air-Mow File Numl_r Forn_c: NPC tm-0$-abc-d-date*

_LI_: Make sure the system water concJuctivity is equal to or below $ I_S/cm, if not.
ch_se the water. Prepare the test ri8 to take dam as pointed out in the test procedure (TP).

Refer-nee Points. Take date as it is indicated in document I_ES-BTH-920242. reference point
check. If possible, store the date on the siune computer disk which will be used to take test-
mode-0S data. While a reference.data run is occurrin8 check the instrument readin8s
asainst the reference-point-0$ results sheet found in the appendix. The readinss should
be within the two standard deviation values listed on those sheets. If" not, make sure that
the test ri8 is in the same confi8uration as it was when the reference data were first
obtained. If there is still it problem refer to the TP (section 8.3.2. p. 26) for further
instructions.

Taktna Data.. Follow tn tim TP. as closely as possible, ruction 8.4.2, and finally subsection
8.4.2.i-, pp' 29-31. Note, there may be some variation since the water my already be
runninl, the weir already down, end the water temperaturealready stabilized at 80"F :1:2°F
(26.7"C :l:I.I°C). Further. the CPT lid must be on. Important stepsare seven(8), especially
items 8 (ignore reference to the vertical pipe and elbow sections) throulh I. and eisht (9)
throush thirteen (1:3) of subsection 8.4.2.1.

Vidan_lnhie Data: For oaoh test point (refer, ace points excluded) take at least one (1)
minute of video information. Filmin8 should be of the flow: enterin8 the plenum from the
CPT, throush the plenum, in and throu8h the nozzle, and throuih the horizontid process
pipe.

Data Acfl_uieitian: Take one minute of data on all pertinent channels at 1 Hz for each test
run.

• e - z, r, It. or d, whichu_: ten. point data, low £efwence point _u, hilh K,eferen©epoint, test data,
respectively.
b a t or r, which ese: ftnStnurtn8 data. j_w data. rupoeUvely,
c .ltpm of wee when ,pprepm_ i.e., when u,d
d = *sPm of _r when t_ut, i.e., whea u,d
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TEST MODE 6
Test Mode Description: . One-nozzleflow test(Loop 5)

• Baffle platesin the plenum
• Reverse flow (flow from the plenum towards the nozzlein an
open loop)
• catch buin and water return line
• No Loop $ process pipe (the nozzle will be used)
• Loops 4 & 6 supply air and water flow to the Loop 5 nozzle
• CPT alsosupplies air to Loop $

Instruments to be used: All _:
• Loop 5 Venturi meter
• Instruments on the process pipe
• Side nozzles' liquid-level sensors

T,taI..l_{ltam: Reverse-Flow l-Nozzle Air-Flow File Number Format.: NPC tm-06-abc-d-date*

_: Make sure the system water conductivity is equal to or below 5 ttS/cm, if not,
change the water. Prepare the test rig to take data as pointed out in the test procedure (TP).

Reference Points: Take data as it is indicated in document NES-ETH-920242, reference point
check. If possible, store the data on the same computer disk which will be used to take test-
mode-06 data. While a reference.data run is occurring check the instrument readings
against the reference-point-06 results sheet found in the appendix. The readings should
be within the two standard deviation values listed on those sheets. If not, make sure that
the test rig is in the same configuration as it was when the reference data were first
obtained. If there is still a problem refer to the TP (section 8.3.2, p. 26) for further
instructions.

_tLl_t..._: Follow in the TP, as closely as possible, section 8.4.2, and then subsect/on
8.4.2.2, pp. 29-31. Note, there may be some variation since the water may already be
running, the weir already down, and the water temperature already stabilized at 80"F :t:2"F
(26.7°C ± I.IeC). Further, the CPT lid must be on. Important steps are eight (8) [especially
items i through I], and nine (9) through thirteen (13) of subsection 8.4.2.1.

Video_ranhic Data" For each test point (reference points excluded) take at least one (1)
minute of video information. Filming should be of the flow: entering the plenum from the
CFT, through the plenum, in, through, and out the nozzle.

Data Acouisition: Take one minute of data on all pertinent channels at I Hz for each test
run.

• * a = z. r, R, or d, which are: zero point data, low reference point data, high Reference point, test _ata,
respectively.
b = e. or r. which are: tngineering data, law data, respectively.

. c = gpm of water when appropriate, i.e., when a=d
d = agpm of air when appropriate, i.e., when a=d
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TEST MODE 7

Test Mode Dm_riptton: , Three-uozlde flow test
• No baffle pLute8 in the plenum
• Reverse flow (flow from the plenum towards the nozzle in en
open loop)
• eatoh basin end water return line
• Loop 5 preomll pipe (LuoludJa8 the followLu8
semiou: horizontal, top elbow, vertical, bottom
elbow)
• No air now
• Loops4 & e _ly flow to the Loop S nozzle

Instruments to be used: AU _:
• Loop S Veattwi meter
• Aidlow instrumentation

Reverse-Plow 3-Nozzle No-Air lqla Numhm',,,,l_mua-'NPC Lm-07-ab_-chtte"

/dike 8u:e the system water conductivity is equal to or below $ _S/cm, if not.
chenae the water. P_l_ro the test rt8 to tlko data al pc)Lutedout Lu the telt precedes (TP).

Reference Paints: Take data is it is indicated in document NES.B'r'd.920242.reference point
check. U' possible, store the dam on the same computer disk which will be used to take test.
mode-07 data. While a reference.chUa run is occurrLu8 check the instrument readLu8s
a8alnst the reference-poLut.07 results sheet found in the appendix. The readLu88 should
be within the two stencl_ deviation values listed ou those sheetl. If not. make sure that
the test rt8 is in the same com'llU_ttton u it was when the reference data were first
obt_ned. If there is still t problem refer to the TP (section 8.3.2. p. 26) for further
instructions.

Takinm Dank. Follow in the TIP, u olmeiy Jutpeuible, section8A.4, p. 36, then section8.4.1,
and finally subsection8.4.1.1, pp. 27.28. Note, there may be rome variation since the water
may already be runnin8, the weir already down, and the water temperatere already
stebiliud m 80°P _:2°P (26.7"C t 1.10_. _, _ C3,'r lid may be on or off. Imperator
steps Ire seven (7) [eapeeLaliy item f, 8, end h], eisht (8), and nine (9) of subsection 8.4.1.1.

Vldenm.nnhle Dsta_. For _ N peLUI (reference points excluded) take at least one (1)
minute of video Luformation. Pllmtn8 should be of the flow: enterLu8 the plenum from the
CPT, throuah the plenum, in and throuah the nozale, throuah end down the process pipe.

Data Aenuiiitton' Take one minute of cLEtAon all pertinent channels at 1 Hz for each test
run.

* a = it, r. R. or d, which are:ion) point data. low tefellau point dslL hlah &sfelqmcepoint, teat ilia,
respeeUvely.
b = e, or I', which are:fl_lJ_8 thus, _w daL reapeeUvoly.
c - 8Pm of water when epp_ i.e., when u,d
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NFC EXPERIMENT: Tool Mode 17 (! el nozzloo: 3; flow direction: reverse), P0- 2 of 2

+ l
• I
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TEST MODE 8
Test Mode Description: • Three-nozzle flow test

• No baffle plates in the plenum
• Reverse flow (flow from the plenum towards the nozzle in an
open loop)
• catch basin and water return line
• Loop 5 process pipe (including the following
section: horizontal)
• No air flow

• Loops 4 & 6 supply flow to the Loop 5 nozzle

Instruments to be used: All _:
• Loop 5 Venturi meter
• Instruments on vertical process pipe
• Airflow instrumentation

Reverse-Plow 3-Nozzle No-Air File Number Format.: N'FC tm-08-abc-date*
w

_3..=U_: Make sure the system water conductivity is equal to or below 5 pS/cm, if not,
change the water. Prepare the test rig to take data as pointed out in the test procedure (TP).

Reference Points: Take data as it is indicated in document NES-ETH-920242, reference point
check. If possible, store the data on the same computer disk which will be used to take test-
mode-08 data. While a reference-data run is occurring check the instrument readings
against the reference-point-08 results sheet found in the appendix. The readings should

within the two standard deviation values listed on those sheets. If not, make sure that
the test rig is in the same configuration as it was when the reference data were first
obtained. If there is still a problem refer to the TP (section 8.3.2, p. 26) for further
instructions.

Takin2 Data: Follow in the TP, as closelyas possible,section8.4.4,p. 36, thensection8.4.1,
and finallysubsection8.4.1.1,pp. 27-28. Note, theremay be some variationsincethe water
may already be running,the weir alreadydown, and the water temperaturealready
stabilizedat 80°F :t:2°F (26.7°C± I.I°C).Further,theCPT lidmay be on or off. Important
stepsare seven (7) [especiallyitems f (ignorereferencesto the verticalpipe and elbow
sections),g, and h], eight(8) and nine (9) of subsection8.41.1.

Video__ra_nhicData: For each testpoint(referencepointsexcluded)takeat leastone (I)

minute of video information. Filming should be of the flow: enteringthe plenum from the
CPT, through the plenum, in and through the nozzle,and through the horzontalprocess
pipe.

Data Acauisition: Take one minute of data on all pertinent channels at I Hz for each test
run.

• a = z, r, R, or d, which are: zero point data, low reference point data, high Reference point, test data,
respectively.
b - e, or r, which are: _.nllineerin| data, t.aw data. respectively.
c -- SPin of water when appropriate, i.e., when a--d
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NFC EXPERIMENT: Test Matrix Reference Point #8

lte ] 30-Se9-92 30-SelD-02 Test Made
st duration time 59.0 59.0 Number of Nozzles: Three

INumoer or 4Ira pc,n: 60 60 Flow Dtrec_:)n: Reverse

P,lmlolimt - 14.62 M (_'0.05 psi) _ _ /drL°°PFIow:6Sections: NoH°riz°ntal

Measurement Mean 2xstd.dev. Moan 2xstd.dev. Units Measurement Range Uncertainty
1 t, Hwo relum line 26.2 26.0

2 ', _m_=_t, f.N - 2s.1 25.7
3 i; center plenum umx 26.6 26.0
4 l, mr neaoer 19.3 19.4
5 * i. lumow100104 19.7 19.9
6 * l, mrnowlOOpD 19.4 19.6
7 * I, meow mop 6 _ 19.8 19.9
8 * I. ammwut, w • 19.2 19.3
9 I, I_um ;eve, 4-1 -212.5 -212.6
10 w, ,qum lee 4-Z 20.6 30.7
1 1 r'..qum mv,_ e-_ 20.e 21.0
12 I'. uquia love o-z 20.8 21.1
13 I, uq_ level _ 21.1 21.3
14 i, llq_ _m _ 20.8 21.0
15 i1. liQUidrevel 6-1 20.8 21.0
16 IT. llqUia level (i-z - 20.6 20.9
17 _. Nnment 20.0 20.9
18 fJ-wluer:low, resJrn i,ne 43.2 111.9
19 _-wlter:nlon, return line 40.4 195.4
20 F,.)-waler:iow,loop 4 20.1 100.7
21 i_:'wa_r:nlgn, loop 4 0.0 98.8
22 • _-weter:low, _oop_ 1.3 1.2
23 * u-wemr:nlgn, lOOpD 0.0 0.0
24 [_-Wlller:lOW, lOOp• 20.1 99.6
25 _-wew:nion. loop 6 18.6 98.6
26 • L)la-low.rift.pipe DOt lOOp5 -0.0271 -0.0271
27 " L)_-n_on.vert.l_pe_oot loop 5 -0.028 -0.028
28 * Die-lOW.verLl_lN top lOOp5 -0.0084 0.0001
29 ' L)i"-nlgn.vert.l_pe_top loop 5 -0.005 0.000
30 * UI.'.IOW.OIDOWIOOOD .0.0150 -0.0150
31 " uv-nlgn, eloow leoP :s .0.015 -0.015
32 L)t'-iow, nonz._pe kocX)_ - 1.0130 1.0321
33 ui-'-nign, nonz.l_pe loop :5 1.016 1.035
34 L,)t'-IOW,nozzle loop D 0.0048 0.1321
35 _;"-n*gn, nou.le K)OqD_ 0.008 0.131
36 _r'-HDWqI-_),nouJe loop :s : 0.0000 0.1211
37 _l.'-_ow,plenum .0.0020 0.1674
38 _'-r_gn, _um -0.002 0.167
39 _',m_"1 0.000 0.000
40 • _: almow loop 4 ' 0.000 0.000
41 • -. mmow mop = 0.000 0.000
42 • ,. meow lOOpo 0.005 0.004
43 * _. _ I10_l"t 0.000 0.000
44 * ", 8rly mf 111141 0.02 0.02

45 Jl", _;l'l, nmQntin_onum 3.26 12.0646 * _..IOW,llrnow loop 1.37 1.37
4 ? • l_;fllon, aimow _o 4 -0.30 -0.20
48 * _-iaw. aumow_ • 1.19 1.19
49 * _-n_gfl, e,rnow _oop= -0.36 .0.36
50 • _-lOW. e_rllow_ • 1.14 1.14
51 * FJ-nlon,_.rnow mop • .0.29 -0.29
52 * _-Iow, eimowul-_ 1.38 1.38
53 * _mgn. ;,mow _,; -0.08 -0.06
54 [_qulelev_, sensor 4-_ 1.5 1.9
55 Joqumleve(, senw 4-z 1.7 1.9
56 iqu,4 level, senior D-1 • 1.7 2.1
57 IquIo level, IMIiof _-Z 1.8 2.2
58 tqui4 levm. serlser =_1 ' _ 1.6 1.9
59 *ClUelevm, sensor 5-4 t 1.8 2.1
60 ,q_,e mv_. sensor o,-_ i .0.4 -0.4

61 0qumlevel, _ler e,.z J 1,9 2.062 • ;J-,uitreson_cmeter. _oop = 0.2 0.2

• Instrument not _/ or not essenttadto test
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TEST MODE 9
Test Mode Description: • Three-nozzle flow test

• No baffle plates in the plenum
• Reverse flow (flow from the plenum towards the nozzle in an
open loop)
• catch basin and water return line
• No Loop $ process pipe (the nozzle will be used)
• No air flow
• Loops 4 & 6 supply flow to the Loop 5 nozzle

Instruments to be used: All _:
• Loop $ Venturi meter
• Instruments on the process pipe
• Airflow instrumentation

TJig.._: Reverse-Flow 3-Nozzle No-Air File Number Format.: NFC tm-09-abc-date*

J_dtlk...U_: Make sure the system water conductivity is equal to or below 5 ttS/cm, if not,
change the water. Prepare the test rig to take data as pointed out in the test procedure (TP).

Reference Points: Take data as it is indicated in document NES-ETH-920242, reference point
check. If possible, store the data on the same computer disk which will be used to take test-
mode-09 data. While a reference-data run is occurring check the instrument readings
against the reference-point-09 results sheet found in the appendix. The readings should
be within the two standard deviation values listed on those sheets. If not, make sure that
the test rig is in the same configuration as it was when the reference data were first
obtained. If there is still a problem refer to the TP (section 8.3.2, p. 26) for further
instructions,

TA/Si/M_t_: Pollow in the TP. as closely as possible, section 8.4.4. p. 36, then section 8.4.1,
mad finally subsection 8.4.1.2. pp. 27-28. Note, there may be some variation since the water
may already be running, the weir already down, and the water temperature already
stabilized at 80°P :t:2°P (26.7°C :t:I.I°C). Further, the CPT lid may be on or off. Important
steps are seven (7) [especially items g and hi. eight (8) and nine (9) of subsection 8.4.1.1.

Video arnphic Data. For each test point (reference points excluded) take at least one (1)
minute of video information. Filming should be of the flow: entering the plenum from the
CPT, through the plenum, in, through and out the nozzle.

Data Acouisition: Take one minute of data on all pertinent channels at 1 Hz for each test
run,

* s - z, r, R. or d. which are:zero point data, low refereace point data, high Referencepoint, test _8tt.
respectively.
b - e. or r. which st,e: tnaineerin8 data, r.aw data. respectively.
c - 8pmof wttar when appropriate,i.e.. when tad

ii
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TEST MODE 10

Test Modo Description: • Three.noule flow test
• No baffle plates in the plenum
. Reverse flow (flow from the plenum towsrct8 the nozzle in in
open loop)
• catch basin and water return line
• Loop $ presell pipe (inaludin| the followtn8
sections: hortmnud, top el_, vertical, bottom
elbow)

: *m.., ",o ,o.. Lops.,,.
Instruments to be used: All _:

• Loop $ Vent_i meter

Reverse.Mow 3-Noxzle Air.Flow File Numhar l_ormlt.: lq_FtC UD.10.libC.(J.dlimo
.0

JSMG..L_: Make sm the system water conductivity is equal to or below 5 _$/cm. tf not.
chinje the water. Prep_e the test ri8 to take data u pointed (,ut in the test procedm (TP).

e

Reference Pointt, Take chits is it i| tllcJJ_tted in doGument NBS-IFFH-920242. reference point
check. It possible, store the data on the same computer disk which will be used to take test.
mode.10 (taut. While a reference-dam run is oc©urrin8 check the instrument readina8
88p_J_ the reference-point-10 results sheet found in the appendix. The retdinss should
be within the two sumdird deviation vJduu listed on those sheets. If not. mike sm that
the test rib is in the s_ne conflaursfion as it wu when the reference daut were first
obtained. I[ there is still a problem refer to the TP (section 8.3.2. p. 26) for fresher
instructions.

Tskina Dst_ Follow in the TI', u closely u po,ible, section 8.4.4. p. 36, then section 8.4.2,
and fll,dly Subsection 8.4.2.1. pp. 29-31. Note, ther_ may be sore v&rimion since the water
may already be runninj, the weir already down, and the water temperature already
stabilized at 80"P :t:20F (26.70C ± l.lOC). Further. the CPT lid must be on. Important steps are
ei8ht (8) [especially items 8 throuah I], and nine (9) throuah thirteen (13) of subsection
8.4.2.1.

._'_'_oltanhie Oats., FOr each test point (reference points excluded) take at least one (1)
minute of video information. Filmin8 should be of the flow: entertn8 the plenum from the
CPT, throuah the plenum, in and throuah the nozzle, throuah and down the process pipe.

Data Acauisitinn. Take one minute of chats on all pertinent channels st I Hz for each teat
rUD.

o

" • - z, r. R. or d, which 8re: &eropoint clam. low £efwence point data, hilh Reference point, test data.
respectively.
b -, e, or r, which lure:fLnjineefln8 data, f_w data, respectivelyo

c " 8Proof water when sppropd_e, i.e.. when seal
d - aapm of air when approprhl_ i.e.. when &,,ci
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NFC EXPERIMENT: Test Matrix Reference Point #10 w

st aurauon ume 59.0 59.0 Number of Nozzles: Three
meet ov dam points 60 60 Row Direction: Reveres

Loop 9 Sirens: All
Pjunblent -- 14.81 _ (:L'O.08psi) Low Rdlf. I:)t _ Air Flow:. Yes

No. Measurement Mmm 2xstd.dev. Ivloml 2xltd.dev. Units MoamJrement Range Uncertainty
1 i, _ return tins 26.6 29.9

2 _l,pump OllCm_ laps 26.5 26.0
3 i, oonw Imenumtank 26.3 29.5
4 w,mr header 21.1 21.2
S n, mmow rap4 20.6 20.6
6 • 1. mmow mop _ 16.3 17.6
7 i, mrnow mop • 20.8 20.9
8 I, mrnowuv I 20.1 20.2
9 l, uqumlevel 4-I 21.4 21.7
10 I, fiqum levee4-z 21.0 20.9
11 i, I_lUmWv_ 5.1 21.1 21.0
12 I, ,qule level =-z 21.4 21.3
13 i, ,quao level _ 22.1 22.1
14 l, IIqUle level _ 21.7 21.9
15 i, ,qum level 6-1 21.1 21.4
16 t, _iqul4 level 6-z 21.4 21.4
17 n, Amment 21.2 21.4
18 _-wiumr:.m, relurn ,me 27.8 111.9
19 _l-wMor:nagn,return .he 22.0 136.5 .

20 _-waimr:lew, Ha,op 4 20.0 69.9
21 _-Wlllor:nion,'_oop4 0.0 66.9
22 • _-wator:mw. lOOp Is 1.0 1.1
23 • [J-wller:nlon, mop Is 0.0 0.0
24 [J-wine.Jew. mop Is 20.0 70.0
26 _'_Vlllr:rt_0n, loop Is 19.4 70.3
26 uo'-;ow, vert.mpe_oot lOOp Is 0.4567 0,4489
27 uv-niOn,Vert.i_Pe_Oot 10011)IS 0.458 0.460
26 uv-Iow, vert.mpe_top lOOp IS 0.5121 0.5303
29 u_'-mgn,vert.p0pe top loop =s 0.511 0.530
30 uF'-IOW,elt)OWloop • 0.1574 0.1349
31 u_'-nign, sinew loop Is 0.157 0.135
32 u_'-iow, nonz.l]pe iooo Is 0.0028 0.3544
33 u_,.n,gn, nonz.mpe loop Is 0.083 0.355
34 uP-low, nozz.JQloop Is 0.0266 0.1919

35 L)V'nl_ln,nozzle loop Is 0.020 0.191
36 u_'-mw[P_), nozzJe loop • 0.0002 0.1577
37 u_,-_w, plenum 0.0470 0.2797
38 uP'-n_ln,p{enum 0.048 0.290
39 P,mue-u 0.290 0.895
40 V, mrllow lOOp'4 1.796 2.637
41 • _',lurnow loop :b 1.980 2.624
42 _',mrnow _ u 1.760 2.695
43 _',lUn/bwIO_l,'l 1.756 2.640
44 P',any mr ,me 1.76 3.52

46 ul.,, _'l, meq_lntm plenum 1.77 1.g
46 [J-lOW,aWflOWmop 4 -54.74 7.49
47 ;J-nigh.aurnowloop 4 16.35 13.48
46 • _ioW, aurnow_mp D 1.19 1.19
49 • _.nl011, aJr11_w_ IS -0.09 -0.09
50 ;J.lOW,aJrnowloop • 13.83 13.01
51 _fl_ln, aurnowloop Is 10.63 13.58
52 J-low,mrnowue'v 16.29 12.67
53 J-nlgrt,Irnow ue'v 18.81 12.92
54 _lUm levo4, 14ne_' 4-1 1.3 1.4
55 !_lum ievm. lenmr 4-z 1.5 2.3
56 IIqum ravel, sensor 5-1 1.3 1.7
57 10qu_olevel, se_llor 5-Z 1.3 1.7
58 ll(_ level, n 5-3 1.4 1.4
59 IIqUlOlevel. IletllKW _ 1.6 2.0
60 ,qU0o levo_, eenaof 6-1 1.3 1.6
61 rKIui4level, Nftoor 6-;, 1.4 2.0
62 ,_-Ulmwon0¢mew_ loop _ 184.3 287.2

• Instrument not Ipptical_ or not eexentiai to test
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TEST MODE 11

Test Mode Description: • Three-nozzle flow test
• No baffle plates in the plenum
• Reverse flow (flow from the plenum towards the nozzle in an
open loop)
• catch basin and water return line
, Loop 5 process pipe (including the following
section: horizontal)
• Loops 4 & 6 supply air and water flow to the Loop 5 nozzle
• CIVFalso supplies air to Loop 5

instruments to be used: All fJ,tt_:
• Loop 5 Venturi meter
• Instruments on vertical process pipe

_,IL,_LtI_: Reverse-Plow 3-Nozzle Air.Plow File Number Format,: IqPC tm-ll-abc-d-date*

_: Make sure the system water conductivity is equal to or below 5 _tS/cm. if not.
chan8e the water. Prepare the test rill to take data as pointed out in the test procedure CI'P).

Reference Points: Take data as it is indicated in document NES-HTH-920242, reference point
check. If possible, store the data on the same computer disk which will be used to take test-
mode-li data. While a reference-data run is occurring check the instrument readings
against the reference-point.ll results sheet found in the appendix. The readings should
be within the two standard deviation values listed on those sheets. If .not, make sure that
the test rill is in the same confisuration as it was when the reference data were first
obtained. If there is still a problem refer to the TP (section 8.3.2, p. 26) for further
instructions.

TgdtJ/lg.__t_: Follow in the TP. as closely as possible, section 8.4.4. p. 36. then section 8.4.2.
and finally subsection 8.4.2.1. pp. 29-31. Note. there may be some variation since the water
may already be running, the weir already down, and the water temperature already
stabilized at 80"F ± 2OF (26.70C .,. I.IoC). Further, the CPT lid must be on. Important steps are
seven (8), especially items fl (ignore reference to the vertical pipe and elbow sections)
_hrough 1, and eight (9) through thirteen (13) of subsection 8.4.2.1.

Vldeoaranhie Data. For each test point (reference points excluded) take at least one (1)
minute of video information. Filming should be of the flow: entering the plenum from the
CPT, through the plenum, in and through the nozzle, and through the horizontal process
pipe.

Data Acauisition: Take one minute of data on a_! pertinent channels at 1 Hz for each test
rttJl.

• a = z, r, R. or d, wh/ch me: zero point data, low l_efamco point data, ld|h Reference point, test data,
respectively.
b = e, or r, wh/ch are:tnjinoerin8 data, taw data, respectively.
c = IPm or water when approp_te, i.e.. when a=d
d = aaPmof sir when appopr/ate, i.e. when at,l
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NFC EXPERIMENT: leel Mode 811 (# of nozzles: 3; flow direction: reverse), LuG. 2 el 5

_m _ • 14[_c 92 14t_c 92 14D_ g_ 14 L}ec92 14_¢92 14-i_IC92 14-DOCOZ 14-I_1CO2 14I_cO2 14 L_c-D2
em muuun ume.mJllrc I 65 0 _890 60 0 6Z0 60 0 .540 620 82 0 53 0 610irummmm _ i'"= SiS SO St 82 St S8 I3 12 13 St

irt_pom,vtoeo cassono u_oe : , i 2 ;_ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
courlmrlI_. _rltm :.v1_ j 56:22 56:52 53-48 54-17 54:50 55811 51849 52;12 52".39 53816

m rllommIgI I sllatlliod Intermittent Itfatilied It,ltilled sirstilled16.0 Inter mittont16.0 stratified15.0 Intermittent1S.S inlefmlUont15.5 Inlofenltlent16.0I_.-I,- -.m.._' , I ls.s 16o 16o lS S
isiOZXliqtao IO_ll, It. 2 I 0.0003-0.125 0.0001-0.125 -0.125/-0.1 2.5 0.0001-0.125 0.0001-0.125 0.0001-0.125 0.00010.000 0.00010.000 0.00010.000 0.0O01O.000
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TEST MODE 12
Test Mode Description: • Three-nozzle flow test

• No baffle plates in the plenum
• Reverse flow (flow from the plenum towards the nozzle in an
open loop)
• catch basin and water return line

• No Loop 5 process pipe (the nozzle will be used)
• Loops 4 & 6 supply air and water flow to the Loop 5 nozzle
• CPT also supplies air to Loop 5

Instruments to be used: All _:
• Loop 5 Venturi meter
• Instruments on the process pipe

_,aL..I_[ail_: Reverse-Flow 3-Nozzle Air-Flow File Number Format.: NFC tm-12-abc-d-date*

• _: Make sure the system water conductivity is equal to or below 5 g S/cm, if not,
change the water. Prepare the test rig to take data as pointed out in the test procedure (TP).

- Reference Points: Take data as it is indicated in document NES-ETH-920242, reference point
check. If possible, store the data on the same computer disk which will be used to take test-
mode-12 data. While a reference-data run is occurring check the instrument readings
against the reference-point-12 results sheet found in the appendix. The readings should
be within the two standard deviation values listed on those sheets. If not, make sure that
the test rig is in the same configuration as it was when the reference data were first
obtained. If there is still a problem refer to the TP (section 8.3.2, p. 26) for further
instructions.

_f_: Follow in the TP, as closelyas possible,section8,4.4,p.36, thensection8,4.2,
and finallysubsection8.4,2,2,pp, 29-31, Note, theremay be some variationsincethe water
may alreadybe running,the weir alreadydown, and the water temperaturealready
stabilizedat 80°F ± 2°F (26.7°C.t:I.I°C), Further,the CPT lidmust be on. Importantstepsare
eight(8) [especiallyitems i through I],and nine (9) through thirteen(13) of subsection
8.4.2.1.

Video eraphi,_ Data. For each test point (reference points excluded) take at least one (1)
minute of video information. Filming should be of the flow: entering the plenum from the
CPT, through the plenum, in, through, and out the nozzle.

Data Acouisition: Take one minute of data on all pertinent channels at 1 Hz for each test
run.

* a = z, r. R. or d. which are: zen" point data, low reference point data. high i_.eference point, test data.
respectively.
b = e. or r. which are: engineering data, taw data, respectively.
c -, gpm of water when appropriate, i.e.. when aid

• d - algPm of air when appropriate, i.e.. when a--d
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TEST MODE 13

Test Mode Description: • One-nozzle flow test (Loop 5)
• Baffle plates in the plenum
• Forward flow (flow from the nozzle towards the plenum in a
closed loop)
• No catch basin or water return line
• No air Flow

Instruments to be used: All _:
• Side nozzles' water instrumentation
• Ai."flow instrumentation
• Water return-line instrumentation

T_K...IS_IIK_:Forward-Flow l-Nozzle No-Air File Number Format.: NFC tm-13-abc-date*

" _: Make sure the system water conductivity is equal tO or below 5 _tS/cm, if not,
change the water. Prepare the test rig to take data as pointed out in the test procedure (TP).

• Reference Points: Take data as it is indicated in document NES-ETH-920242, reference point
check, If possible, store the data on the same computer disk which will be used to take test-
mode-13 data. While a reference-data run is occurring check the instrument readings
against the referecce-point.13 results sheet found in the appendix. The readings should
be within the two, standard deviation values listed on those sheets. If not, make sure that

_ the test rig is in the same configuration as it was when the reference data were first
obtained. If there is still a problem refer to the TP (section 8.3.2, p. 26) for further
instructions.

Takina Data: Follow in the TP, as closelyas possible,section8.4,3,and thensubsection
8.4.3.1,pp. 32-34. Note, theremay be some variationsincethe watermay alreadybe
running,the weir alreadydown, and the water temperaturealreadystabilizedat 80°F ± 2°F
(26.7°C ± I.I°C).Further,the CPT lidmay be on or off. Importantstepsare eight(8)
[especially item g throt_gh j], and nine (9) through thirteen (13) of subsection 8.4.3.1.

Video_rn_nhic Darn: Fo_ each test point (reference points excluded) take at least one (1)
minute of video information. Filming should be of the flow: up and through the process
pipe, in and through the nozzle, in the plenum, and entering the CPT from the plenum.

Data Acouisition: Take one minute of data on all pertinent channels at 1 Hz for each test
run.

• a = z. r. R, or d, which are: zero point ct_ta, low reference point data, high Reference point, test data,
, respectively.

b -- e. or r, which are: tngineering data, taw data, respectively.
c = SPin of water when appropriate, i.e., when a--d
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TEST MODE 14

Test Mode Description: • One-nozzle flow test (Loop 5)
• Baffle plates in the plenum
• Forward flow (flow from the nozzle towards the plenum in a
closed loop)
, No catch basin or water return line

i

Instruments to be used: All rJ,f, IJU:
• Side nozzles' water instrumentation
• Side nozzles' air instrumentation
• Water return-line instrumentation
• CPT airflow-line instrumentation

_,lL.._:Forward-Plow l-Nozzle Air-Flow File Number Format.: N'PC tm-13-abc-d.date*

_: Make sure the system water conductivityis equalto or below 5 _tS/cm,ifnot,

change the water. Prepare the test rig to take data as pointed out in the test procedure (TP).

. Reference feint/: Take data as it is indicated in document NES-BTH-920242, reference point
check. If possible, store the data on the same computer disk which will be used to take test.
mode-14 data. While a reference-data run is occurrin$ check the instrument readings
against the reference-point-14 results sheet found in the appendix. The readings should
be within the two standard deviation values listed on those sheets. If not. make sure that
the test rig is in the same configuration as it was when the reference data were first
obtained. If there is still a problem refer to the TP (section 8.3.2, p. 26) for further
instructions.

T_ti/If,..D.a_: Follow in the TP, a closely as possible, section 8.4.3, p. 32, and then subsection
8.4.3.2, pp. 34-36. Note, there may be some variation since d2e water may already be
running, the weir already down, and the water temperature already stabilized at 80"F ± 2"F
(26.7°C * I.I°C). Further, the CPT lid must be on. Important steps are eight (8) [especially
item g through k], and nine (9) through thirteen (13) of subsection 8.4.3.2.

Videoaranhie Data: For each test point (reference points excluded) take at least one (1)
minute of video information. Filming should be of the flow: up and through the process
pipe, in and through the nozzle, in the plenum, and entering the CPT from the plenum.

Data Acquisition: Take one minute of data on all pertinent channels at 1 Hz for each test
run.

• • = z. r. R. or d. which are: &are point data, low reference point data, hillh Reference point, test _Lttt.
respectively.
b = e, or r. which Jure:tnsineering data, ttw data, respectively.
c = gpm of water when approprmta,i.e., when t=d
d = aspm of airwhen appropriate, i.e.. whet aad
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TEST MODE 15

Test Mode Description: , Three-nozzle flow test
, No baffle plates in the plenum
, Forward flow (flow from the nozzles towards the plenum in a
closed loop)
, No catch basin or water return line
• No air flow

Instruments to be used: All _:
• Water return-line instrumentation
. Airflow instrumentation

Forward-Flow 3-Nozzle No.Air File Number Format.: NFC tm-15-abc-date*
,m

,_a/Z..],_: Make sure the system water conductivity is equal to or below $ ttS/cm, if not,
change the water. Prepare the test rig to take data as pointed out in the test procedure (TP).

Reference Points: Take data as it is indicated in document NES.ETH-920242, reference point
check. If possible, store the data on the same computer disk which will be used to take test-
mode-15 data. While a reference-data run is occurring check the instrument readings
against the reference-point-15 results sheet found in the appendix. The readings should
be within the two standard deviation values listed on those sheets. If not, make sure that

the test rig is in the same configuration as it was when the reference data were first
obtained. If there is still a problem refer to the TP (section 8.3.2, p. 26) for further
instructions.

_,_tJ_t..._ Follow in the TP, as closely as possible, section 8.4.4, p. 36, section 8.4.3, p. 32.
and then subsection 8.4.3.1, pp. 32-34. Note, there may be some variation since the water
may already be runnina• the weir already down, and the water temperature already
stabilized at 80"F :t:2"P (26.7"C ± I.I'C). Further• the CPT lid may be on or off. Important
steps are eight (8) [especially item II through j]• and nine (9) through thirteen (13) of
subsection 8.4.3.1.

Videoaranhie Data. For each test point (reference points excluded) take at least one (1)
minute-oi video information. Filming should be of the flow: up and through the process
pipe, in and through the nozzle, in the plenum, and enterin8 the CPT from the plenum.

Data Acauisition: Take one minute of data on all pertinent channels at 1 Hz for each test
run.

* • = 7.,r, R, or d, which are: zero point data. low reference point data. high Reference point, test data.
respectively.
b = e, or r. which are: enlineerin8 data. taw data, respectively.
c = jpm of water when appropriate, i.e., when •=d
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TEST MODE 16

Tea Mode Description: • Three-nozzle flow test
, No belfle plates in the plenum
• Forward flow (flow from the nozzles towwdl the plenum in a
closed loop)
, No catch basin or water return line

Iimimonts to be used: All taFjIJI.t:
o Water return.llne instrumentation
, CPT airflow-line injtrumentiition

TJli_Forwud-Flow 3-Nozzle Air.Flow Iqle Numts_ F_t: IqlPC tm-16-abc-dodate*

Mike sure the system water conductivity is equal to or below 5 j,S/cm, if not,
the waiter. Prepare the test rib to take data u pointed out in the test procedure (TP).

" Kd_enee Points: Take data as tt is indicated in document NES-ETH-920242. reference point
check. If possible, store the data on the same computer disk which will be used to take test.
mode-16 data. While a reference-data run is occurrin8 check the instrument readin8s
alilUnet the reference-point-16 results sheet found in the appendix. The reidinls should
be within the two stta_ deviation vidwss listed on those sheets. If not, mike sure that
the test rl 8 is in the same confisttration a8 it was when the reference data were first
otniln_. If there is still a problem refer to the T1P(section 8.3.2. p. 26) for further
instructions.

Follow in the TP, is closely its possible, secrets 8.4.4. p. 36, section 8.4.3. p. 32.
and then subsection 8.4.3.2. pp. 34-36. Note, there may be some variation since the water
may already be runnin8, the weir already down, and the water temperature already
stabilized at 80"P ± 20P (26.7"C _: I.IoC). Further, the CPT lid must be on. Imperator steps are
eislst (8) [especially item 8 throush k], tad nine (9) throush thirteen (13) of subsection
8.4.3.2.

VidsnRril nhie _it, IJ_ l_or each test point (reference points excluded) like at least one (1)
minute of video information. Filmise should be of the flow: up and throu8h the process
pipe. in and throu8h the nozzle, in the plenum, tad enterin8 the CPT from the plenum.

Daut Acauisttinn: Take one miLute of diet on 811 pertinent channels at i Hz for each test
run.

• li .. z, r, R, or d, which it/o: taro point dalai, low Iefefemm point dell. hlllh K,efenmee point, test d.lltll.

respectively.
b ,, e. or r. which are:tnstneortnJ dam. _w dtut. rupecUvely.

, © = Ipm of water when 8ppropm_ i._., when u,d
d = 8proof i_ when appropriate,i.e.. when m,d
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